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MEDIEVAL POTTERY RESEARCH GROUP BIBLIOGRAPHY          FILE REF:
											    			
1.  AUTHOR:       									    EDITOR               MULTIPLE
                                                                                                                                                                           AUTHOR
       TITLE:                     									 
                  
       PAGE:		

(IN)
AUTHOR:               

TITLE:              	

PAGES:		
     
      JOURNAL/
      PUBLISHER :        

      VOLUME:    

      YEAR:                                                                                                                                            ILLUSTRATION    Y                


2. TYPE OF REPORT :( TICK SINGLE MOST RELEVENT CLASS)

EXCAVATION          EX   	FIELDWALKING          FI    	CASUAL FIND         CF    	COLLECTION          CO 		
SYNTHESIS              SY		OTHER                          OT        


3. CERAMIC CATEGORIES PRESENT :

DOMESTIC           DO		INDUSTRIAL	          IL             ROOF FURN         RF     	FLOOR TILES        FT
  	          														    KILN FURN          KF		WASTER                  WA	 IMPORTS              IM		CLAY PIPES          CP





    
QUANTIFICATION:		

SHERD COUNTS   SC	             WEIGHT                   WE            MIN. VESSELS     MV            EST. VESSEL          EV	
                                                                                                                                                           EQUIVS.                   OTHER                   OH      











5. DATING :       

  EARLY SAXON 400-650               SC	MIDDLE SAXON  650-850        MS	SAXO-NORMAN  850-1250          SN                             	        
  EARLY MEDIEVAL  1150-1250   EM   ANGLO SAXON (GENERAL)   AS     HIGHLY                                          HD 
                                                                                                                                  DECORATED  1250-1400

LATE MEDIEVAL  1400-1500      LM   POST-MEDIEVAL  1500-1750   PM    MODERN  1750+                           MO

EARLY CHRISTIAN                      EC                           MEDIEVAL         MC
(GENERAL)                                                                     (DATE UNCERTAIN)

 SITE :
        STRATIFIED SEQUENCE     SS        CLOSED GROUPS                  CG                     UNSTRATIFED              US      ASSOCIATIONS:       
                                      COINS       CS        ARCHITECTURE                    AR
	            
                  COIN HOARD POT     CH	    TYPOLOGY.  ECT.                  TY
       DOCUMENTS:




        COUNTRY :					PARISH/TOWN: 				NGR:
        COMMON NAME :

	     MULTI SITE                MU        UNKOWN                                 UK


7. TYPE OF SITE (TICK SINGLE MOST RELEVANT CLASS):

        MONASTIC 			                               MN  INDUSTRIAL                                          ID
    
        CATHEDRALS & ECCLESIASIASTICAL PLACES  CE	CASTLE & NAVEL EARTHWORKS   CN

        CHURCHES & CHAPELS                                             CC	FARMS			              FA

        ROYAL  PALACES                                                        RP	COMMUNICATIONS                             CO

        MOATS/MANORS 	                                            MM	SPORTS &PASTIMES                            SP

        TOWNS 		                                                         TO	WRECKS                   		             WR	                                                                                                                                                                                                          

        VILLAGES	                                                          VI   CEMETERIES                                         CM
8.  LOCATION:
		
     MATERIAL:   MA                                               		RECORDS:     RE

9.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
















						                       










